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Time to learn about Time.
Room 5: Emerging Scientists
Room 5 are beginning to explore
natural events, natural hazards
and natural disasters, and how
humans living sustainably can
reduce their impact. Yr 5/6
Room 3: Rediscovering the past
We are discovering artefacts
and photographs of the past,
through our Class Museum.
These objects help us to
understand stories of the past.
Yr R/1
Room 4: Engaging Editing
Room 4 have been working hard
as editors developing and
constructing a writing piece on 8
significant people who made an
impact on Wallaroo in the early
1800’s and late 1900’s. Room 4
will visit the Wallaroo Cemetery
next week to present their
writing to the families of these
individuals.
Yr 6/7
Room 1: Powerful Writing
Exploring how and why we learn
to spell, moving from heard
(aural) to spoken (oral) sounds
when reading and writing word.
Yr 1/2/3

Room 6: Time skills using DBP
Using Drama based pedagogy
and hands-on learning
students are developing their
understanding of time Yr 3/4

Time is quite powerful when you stop and think about it! It controls the way
we run our lives! We use time from the moment we wake up to the very
moment we decide it’s time to go to bed to sleep. We’re constantly looking
at the clock or a watch to figure out what time to leave the house, how long
the drive may take or how many minutes before lunch break. Learning the
skill of reading and interpreting time builds the foundations for more
responsible and independent students. It’s a skill they’ll use throughout their
lives. Through working with real life examples such as reading timetables,
bus schedules and the various modes of time (analogue and digital) students
recognise the importance of planning and being organised.

Drama Based Pedagogy (DBP) and
hands on learning was used to help
develop time Mathematics
concepts.
There are many benefits to students
learning using Drama Based
Pedagogy and hands-on learning as
it is engaging, provides real-life
experiences, allows students to use
Fine Motor Skills, encourages
interaction with nature to use the
five senses and builds relationships.
It provides many opportunities for
problem solving, testing and
experimentation to develop student
learning.
Through collaboration, teamwork
and communication students were
able to put time concepts into
practice.
Using their bodies, chalk and other
props to create clocks each student
was able to develop strategies to
crate angles, measure and skip
count.

Dear parents/caregivers,
NAPLAN- Why do students do NAPLAN? The National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN)
assesses literacy and numeracy skills that are essential for every child to progress through school and life. Students in
Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 participate in the annual NAPLAN tests in reading, writing, conventions of language (spelling,
grammar and punctuation) and numeracy. The assessment provides parents and schools with an understanding of
how individual students are performing at the time of the tests. NAPLAN is just one aspect of a school’s assessment
and reporting process – it does not replace ongoing assessments made by teachers about student performance.
NAPLAN also provides schools, education authorities and governments with information about how education
programs are working and whether young Australians are achieving important educational outcomes in literacy and
numeracy. What does NAPLAN assess? NAPLAN assesses literacy and numeracy skills that students are learning
through their regular school curriculum. All government and non-government education authorities have contributed
to the development of NAPLAN materials. Students are assessed on the same literacy and numeracy curriculum
content, regardless of whether they complete the tests online or on paper. Results for both formats can be reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. To find out more about NAPLAN Online, visit www.nap.edu.au
Priority Maintenance Funding- $60,000: Our student representative council have worked with classes to create a large
list of ideas that they would like the funds spent on. The list was then taken to staff, and then Governing Council giving
their contribution at this week’s Governing Council meeting. With a portion going to painting and storage, the
remainder of the funds will be spent on implementing student/caregiver/staff ideas. The most popular ideas included
a slide in the nature play area/hills, climbing nets, football posts/soccer goals, ropes to climb, flying fox, mud kitchen,
balance beam with height variances/thicknesses, spiders web, balance spinner, open access veggie patch, fake boat,
see-saw, pebbles/stepping stones/stones, hut/fake building frontage. This final list will now be shared with our
facilities manager and a landscaper to determine what is achievable within the budget. Once the final choice of ideas
have been decided upon, a mud-map will be created with student involvement and then shared with staff and parents.
Performance and Development:
Instructional leadership will be the focus of my classroom observations and walk throughs this term. This work is based
in supporting consistency, acknowledgement of good practice, identifying areas for development and determining
evidence of impact. Commencing as a general classroom observation I can attest to seeing explicit instruction with
clear ‘Learning Intentions’, specific feedback being given, with one teacher displaying a specific Essential Question to
hook students into the learning. Teachers are made aware of the observation topic through the ‘week ahead’, this
round focusing on Learning Intentions. The 6 point litmus test for effective teaching is used as a guide:
o Who’s doing the talking?
o Who’s asking the questions?
o Do the learners know what the learning intentions are?
o Is the teacher clear about the learning plan? About how to get there?
o Is group work genuine collaboration?
o What level of challenge is there?
Pupil Free Days/School Closure Day’s approved by Governing Council on 11 th May
 25/1: PFD (Pupil Free Day): BSEM (Berry Street Education Model)
 9/3: PFD: BSEM (Berry Street Education Model)
 15/6 PFD: Curriculum: Staff working with Kate Knill: Literacy Guarantee Unit (LGU)
 15/11: PFD: Curriculum: review and forward planning
 10/9: School Closure: Day of Social Significance
Dominica Thomson (Principal)

SAPSASA Athletics
On Friday, the 7th of May, 24 students had the privilege of going to Kadina Athletics oval to compete in the NYP District
Athletics Carnival. All students had a fantastic time and tried their best in their selected events. We have five students
who have been selected to represent the region in Adelaide. Those students are Malaki and Miya Turner, Sarah
Coombe, Shyann Launder and Nikeisha Atkinson. Congratulations to all students for a successful day. Thank you to all
parents who came out to support our students. Thank you to all teachers back at school who were flexible with so
many students out for the day. A special thank you to Mr Hettner for driving the bus and helping throughout the day
and a huge thank you to Miss Heinrich for accompanying our students. 😀
RESULTS:
Malaki Turner 12 year old boys: 1st in 100m sprints, 2nd in long Jump and 3rd on high jump.
Miya Turner 12 year old girls: 2nd in 100m sprints, 2nd in Shot put and 1st in discus.
Nikeisha Atkinson 10 year old girls: 1st in Discus.
Shyann Launder 11 year old girls: 1st in Discus.
Sarah Coombe 11 year old girls: 2nd 200m sprints.
Jayden Turner 11 year old boys: 3rd in Discus.

Principal’s Award: Connor Gilfillan for being kind to others in the yard and in class.

Quicksmart Success
Quicksmart is a program that helps students with fluency and efficient strategy use in Numeracy. In week 2 Alphonse
Wild, Sarah Coombe and Mia Emery become the first students to get 100 or more flashcards correct in 1 minute in
our 100’s Club. Alphonse correctly named 105 cards, Sarah 104 cards and Mia 100. We only started the 100’s Club at
the beginning of the term. Congratulations Alphonse and Sarah, who will be first to get all 130 cards correct under a
minute?? Stay tuned.
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May 17th

May 18th

May 19th

May 20th

May 21st
Maypole @ Moonta
Assembly @ 2:15

Dressing of the Graves

NAPLAN

@ Moonta 1:30
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May 24th

May 25th

May 26th

May 27th

May 28th
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May 31st

June 1st

June 2nd
Bullying NO Way Day

June 3rd

June 4th

June 8th

June 9th

June 10th

June 11th

Reconciliation Week
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June 7th

June 14th

June 15th

Queen’s Birthday
Holiday

PUPIL FREE DAY
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June 21st

10

June 28th

8

Wipe Out Waste

Pyjama Day – SRC

Performance

Fundraiser

June 16th

June 17th

June 18th
Assembly 2:15 pm

June 22nd

June 23rd

June 24th

June 25th
Mural Launch

June 29th

June 30th

July 1st

July 2nd

Governing Council 7pm

Disco

UNIFORM REMINDER
Parents are reminded that Wallaroo Primary School uniforms are available from “Be a Sport” which is located in the
Foodland complex. Please ask one of their friendly staff for any assistance.

